Underrepresented minority protagonists: an impactful opportunity

In 2015, the White House Council of Economic Advisors and more than 150 deans and leaders of business schools met to discuss a report prescribing “Best Practices” (AACSB, 2015) for business schools in preparing students to meet the needs of the twenty-first century workforce. The report focused on a workforce that was becoming increasingly more diverse in terms of both gender and ethnicity. Report recommendations dealt with four areas:

1. ensuring access to business schools and careers;
2. building a business school experience that prepared students for the workforce of the future;
3. ensuring career services that met the needs of non-traditional students; and
4. modeling best practices of effective organizations.

The Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business (AACSB) has made the report the focus of its commitment to diversity and inclusion since that time, expanding the focus of programs beyond gender equity and parity to include other dimensions of diversity and inclusion such as ethnicity, culture and global region.

In a week where the firing of a Google software engineer for “advancing harmful gender stereotypes” (Wakabayashi, 2017) and the violent clash of white nationalists and counterprotestors in Charlottesville, Virginia (Astor et al., 2017) were widely covered in the news, an appreciation of diversity and inclusion issues seem ever more timely and critical. As educators, incidents such as these become teachable moments – where educators recognize the responsibility to prepare students to lead in a workplace with changing demographics. As creators of educational content, case writers have an opportunity to make a strong impact on student understanding of diversity and inclusion issues.

Diversity, inclusion and case writing

The “Best Practices” report addressed case studies specifically in its recommendations. Case writers were urged to make:

Case studies more representative and [ensure] that they reflect modern workplaces. For example, showing diversity in leaders solving a wide range of problems is important to illustrate the wide range of diversity in the business community. This includes showing women and minorities in more significant line management roles and/or as the main protagonist in the case (AACSB, 2015).

In case writing and research, selecting an appropriate protagonist is an important choice that ultimately determines whether students are inclined to engage in solving the case problem. As one experienced case writer explained it, “Readers of cases don’t care about situations, theories or problems. They care about people. The reader must feel empathy for […] the case character in order to participate in helping that character to solve case problems” (Vega, 2017).

Unfortunately, the majority of published cases feature white male protagonists, providing a view of the world that omits contributions of women or minorities. An article published in the Harvard Business Review (Symons, 2016) revealed that only one case of 21 award-winning cases from 2015 to 2016 featured a female protagonist. Only two of the approximately 300 cases read by first-year MBA students at the Harvard Business School featured a black protagonist (Fernandes, 2017). Although these two studies did not analyze all possible case studies, it seems clear that the case catalogue is not consistent with the “Best Practices” report. Women and minority protagonists are underrepresented in the case literature.
Forthcoming special issue of TCJ: underrepresented perspectives

One solution to this diversity gap is to encourage case writers to write cases that feature women and underrepresented minority protagonists. At TCJ, a special issue has been established to address the lack of teaching cases that feature black/African-American women and men protagonists. Mary K. Foster and Pamela E. Queen of Morgan State University, Baltimore, Maryland will serve as the Guest Editors for this special issue. In their call for cases, Foster and Queen explain the rationale for cases featuring underrepresented perspectives saying:

Teaching cases which capture the stories, voices, and experiences of Blacks in business can serve as role models and inspiration for students of color and for other students these cases may help them become more effective in an increasingly diverse world.

Cases submitted for the special issue must feature “Black/African-American women and men protagonists facing business decisions and challenges.” The decisions or challenges addressed by the case may be in any business discipline. The deadline for submission of cases is Monday, January 22, 2018. The full call for cases can be obtained by e-mailing Mary Foster at: mary.foster@morgan.edu, Pamela Queen at: pamela.queen@morgan.edu or the TCJ editor at: tcjeditor@gmail.com.

Countless studies can be found identifying the business benefits of diversity and inclusion, yet our case catalogue provides few representations of successful women and minority business executives. TCJ encourages submissions of cases for the special issue to help prepare future leaders for a workplace that is more inclusive and more collaborative. Now is the perfect time for case writers to provide much needed teachable moments.

In this issue

This issue contains three cases that are sure to generate positive teachable moments in your classrooms:

1. West Kendall Baptist Hospital: meeting the demand of community-based healthcare in the new (and stormy) regulatory environment (Miriam Weismann, Heather Pierce, Javier Hernandez Lichtl, Denise Harris, Lourdes Boue and Cathy Campbell). The first three years of operation of the West Kendall Baptist Hospital (WKBH) in Miami, Florida provided a “poster child” for efficient and cost-effective healthcare delivery to the West Kendall community that it served. The hospital leadership and management team exemplified a quality-oriented staff that moved as a cohesive and dedicated organization. WKBH exceeded every budget prediction and showed a profit in the third year, well before expected. Then came the winds of regulatory change. With the passage of the Affordable Care Act and the attendant imposition of new reimbursement metrics, the picture at WKBH changed almost overnight. By the first quarter of 2016, WKBH started to lose money in excess of budget predictions despite its increased patient admissions, careful financial planning, expense reductions, quality service and excellence in patient care delivery. A serious financial crisis was looming with little relief in sight. The hospital management team began to search for solutions. Graduate: finance, health care administration and/or MBA.

2. Getting on board: the business case for improving on-campus transportation at NAU, (Joe Anderson, James Hilliard, Josh Williams and Susan Williams). Josh Williams is a Student at NAU who has driven buses on campus and wants to improve the transportation on campus. He is convinced that purchasing a new type of bus that is more fuel efficient, has larger capacity, better designed for boarding and has a longer life is worth the higher purchase cost. He sets out to prove it by creating a discounted cash flow analysis. Since many of the estimates for the discounted cash flow analysis are uncertain, he decides to perform a Monte Carlo simulation analysis. Students are asked to step into Josh’s role and perform the analysis. Undergraduate/graduate: business analytics or management science.

3. PZ Wilmar and palm oil expansion to West Africa (Maria Murcia and Joleen Timko). In 2014, PZ Wilmar announced a new oil palm business worth $650 million in Cross River State, which would aggressively expand Nigeria’s palm oil production. In July 2015, a year after the plan was announced, a report jointly released by Friends of the Earth USA and Environmental
Rights Action-Nigeria alleged that Wilmar was not complying with the Nigerian laws, and accused them of human rights violations, environmental destruction, fraud and land grabbing. The multifaceted nature of the “Cross River State crisis” permits “close-ups” from different vantage points to analyze the economic, environmental, social, and governance implications of palm oil expansion from a corporate sustainability perspective. Graduate: sustainability, business and society, corporate social responsibility or business ethics.
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